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One of the hottest side hustles of the moment is low-content self-publishing. Self-
publishing has been around for a decade, and we’ve covered that quite a bit in both 
fiction and non-fiction -- it’s one of my favorite and perhaps most passive side hustles. 

You write the book, hit publish, collect royalties for years. Cool, right? 

Well, it’s the whole write the book part where a lot of people get stuck. You might not 
know what to write about, and even if you do, it can be really time-consuming, and at 
the end of the day, it still might turn out to not be a huge seller on Amazon. 

What low-content publishing aims to accomplish is to accelerate your product creation 
by focusing on a very specific sub-set of books: journals, diaries, planners, notebooks, 
sketchbooks -- where the value doesn’t come from your years of experience and a 
35,000 work brain dump, but rather from how you’ve structured the mostly-blank internal 
pages and prompts, and who you’re targeting as your customer. 

With Amazon’s print-on-demand KDP print service, you can upload these products as 
digital files, hold no physical inventory, and collect passive royalties whenever they sell. 
But there’s an art and a science to it, and that’s why I’ve assembled a panel of experts 
in today’s show. 

Helping to explain how low-content publishing works and with more than a thousand 
titles between them, I have: 

Rob Cubbon from RobCubbon.com - Long-time listeners might remember Rob from 
episode 81, back in 2014.  Rob’s been in the low-content game for the last year or so, 
and in that time has published over 1,000 titles. 

Flav Maderios from SideBusinessLaunch.com - Flav was a guest on episode 300 of 
The Side Hustle Show last summer, where we were talking about his merch business. 
Since then he’s expanded to the self-publishing space with around 300 titles so far. 

Rachel Harrison-Sund from RachelHarrisonSund.com - Rachel built her low content 
business to 6-figures a year on a very part-time basis, but as you’ll hear in this episode, 
there’s some seasonality that comes into play, there’s some competitive factors that 
come into play, and there’s a little bit of a gold rush feel to all of this. 

Read on to discover how these low-content publishers go about their product research 
(so they don’t waste their time), how they price and market their books to maximize 
sales and royalties, and how they manage such wide-ranging portfolios. 

How Are You Doing Your Keyword Research/Niche Selection? 

Rob started off by saying, “I’ve tried so many things and it’s annoying because 
everything worked at first.” 
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Rob started off using Merchant Words for his keyword research, it’s a tool he’s been 
using since his FBA days. He would type in “notebook,” “journal,” or similar words, and 
saw keywords like “astronomy notebook,” and “DJ notebook,” coming up in the 
suggested keywords. 

He also pulls ideas from anywhere he’s inspired. He mentioned a friend showed him a 
book about parrots and inside he saw a note about keeping a log of parrots, and sure 
enough, a parrot logbook is a type of book when he looked into it. 

Some of the types of low-content books they group shared are: 

• Notebook 

• Journal 

• Logbook 

• Planner 

• Diary 

• Sketch Book 

• Music Book 

Flav added that you should start with topics you know about. If you know about dogs, 
start with dog training journals. If you’re into sports, there are numerous types of stats 
and sports books you can explore. 

Flav starts by doing keyword research into what people are searching for in Google and 
says this transfers over into Amazon in most cases. He uses a free tool called 
Ubersuggest to type in seed keywords and see what ideas come out, along with a 
Chrome extension called AMZ Suggestion Expander when on Amazon. 

Rachel said her process is very similar. She starts off browsing Amazon and other 
marketplaces online, as well as browsing physical bookstores for what’s selling. A tip 
that’s worked well for her is to add some “millennial speak” style catchphrases in the 
title. An example being a daily planner she published last year called, “Get Shit Done.” 
This book bought in between $6k-$11k a month for the first few months. 

What Search Volume/Sale Rank Metrics Are You Using? 

Rob said he looks for a BSR (Best Seller Rank) of 0-2,000,000 and when he looks at 
the books for sale for a desired keyword, he likes to see at least one book selling really 
well, and the fewer the number of other books the better. 

Flav said he likes to go after the longtail results. So, instead of targeting “Fitness” he 
looks at longer keywords like “Fitness for busy dads,” and as long as he’s seeing some 
kind of demand there he will go after it and try to own that keyword. 

What Does the Interior Design and Content Look Like? 
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These are low-content books, so as the name suggests, there isn’t a lot of content and 
design that goes into the pages. Although, Flav says it’s still a bigger barrier to entry 
than merch as you do need to craft something unique and appealing to sell. 

For example, music books will have music notation printed on the pages, sketch books 
typically just have a border around the edges, and journals just have lines to write on. 
But it’s often going that extra mile that’s going to make your books stand out. Still, not a 
lot to tweak once you have the layout and format for a low-content book. 

Rachel is a designer and art director by trade, so designing more complex book covers 
and interiors is within her skillset. She customizes all her designs and brings something 
extra to her books over people who are using templates.  

How Are You Pricing Your Books? 

Rachel aims for a $2 royalty per book. She has gone as low as $0.70 and says that the 
$2 mark is higher than the industry average, but as she’s offering a higher quality 
product than her competitors, so she feels it’s fair. 

She also added that, “some people don’t want to buy the lowest price because they 
think it’s going to be cheap.” It’s a valid marketing strategy to price higher and it will 
have a huge impact on your bottom line when you have a good seller. 

Flav also aims for this royalty price point. 

What Are You Doing to Market and Promote Your Books? 

Rob has had some success with Amazon’s ads. He’s also seen a friend go from starting 
publishing low-content books in February to $2k a month in revenue this year by 
running ads on everything he publishes. So, there is clearly some positive results to be 
had, but Rob admitted he’s not an expert in this area. 

Flav has also used Amazon’s ads and seen some success. He said it’s also a good idea 
to create an author page and brand around your products so you can build trust and 
potentially promote your brand through other marketing channels down the line. 

Rachel hasn’t done any paid promotion. She has set up 4-5 author central pages to 
cover all her books however, and links out to a freebie download to capture emails. She 
hasn’t been doing this very long but intends to use email marketing as her list grows. 

Do Reviews Matter? 

Rachel said, “They do, but only to a certain extent, I don’t worry about getting reviews. I 
just let them collect organically.” She added that people who journal like leaving reviews 
with pictures, so her books often pick up momentum with positive reviews. 



The only time she really takes 5-star reviews into account is when looking at the 
competition. If there are dozens of books with loads of 5-star reviews it will turn her off a 
niche. 

Rob said he doesn’t do anything to seed initial reviews either, saying, “It’s really all 
about putting a title up there, getting it selling organically and forgetting about it.” 

How Do You Manage Large Portfolios of Books? 

With more than a thousand titles already, it makes you wonder how Rob manages his 
portfolio, but he assures me there is very little upkeep once a title is live. 

“It’s really about researching and making more titles and putting them up there, that’s 
90% of the work,” Rob said. 

He does look back at his most successful titles and try to find out what it was that made 
them sell so well, so he can try to replicate the success. But for the most part he has a 
“rinse and repeat” strategy. 

Flav uses Airtable and KDP Wizard (currently in BETA), to manage his titles in a 
spreadsheet and keep track of how well his titles are selling. 

Rachel said she’s shifting her model to more of a “quality over quantity” approach now 
she has a better idea of what sells well so she isn’t finding it difficult to manage her 
portfolio. 

What's Next? 

Rob said he had a huge Christmas period last year and is hoping for the same this year. 
He’s going to continue to publish more books. 

Flav has personal goals to grow his revenue to an average of $2,500+ selling low-
content books by the end of the year. He’s also looking to use this self-publishing 
experience to release fiction or non-fiction books on the Amazon platform. 

Rachel has her eyes set on another 6-figure year. She’s busy with a newborn at home 
and is putting in around 12 hours a week. 

Rob’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Don’t go for money, go for the love and the enjoyment of what you’re doing - the money 
will come.” 

Flav’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Think bigger, think beyond just Amazon.” 

https://airtable.com/
https://kdpwizard.app/


Rachel’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Don’t give up at first sign of challenge. Keep going.” 

More Info: 

• https://www.sidehustlenation.com/339 
• https://robcubbon.com/ 
• https://sidebusinesslaunch.com/ 
• https://www.rachelharrisonsund.com/ 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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